Vehicles D6 / Trade Federation Droid Ma
Name:
Manta Subfighter
Type: Trade Federation Droid Manta
Subfighter
Scale: Speeder
Length: 3.9 Meters
Skill: Aquatic Vehicle Operation 6D, Starship
Gunnery 5D
Price: 15,000 (used)
Water Speed: 35;105kmh
Maneuverability: 2D
Hull: 3D
Weapons:
Twin Laser Cannons
Fire Arc: Front
Fire Control: 2D
Space: 1/5/10
Atmosphere Range: 25-100/500/1km
Damage: 5D
Twin Sub Torpedoes
Fire Arc: Front
Fire Control: 3D
Space: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range: 50-100/300/700m
Damage: 8D

Description: Following military setbacks on Naboo, Maramere, and other water-cover planets, the Trade
Federation began investing in the research and development of submersible fighter-craft. The Republic
legislation that prohibited the huge commerce body from developing military droid hardware was only a
momentary setback for the project -- Trade Federation officials just moved the prototypes away from
Republic investigators and bribed or disposed of those who came too close to discovering their works in
progress. The devout Xi Charrian engineers developed the subfighter while sequestered on remote
private estates, separated from the rest of their Haor Chall religious order. As a result, their uncanny
design talents were adversely affected by their isolation, and the end product did suffer a number of
design limitations. Nonetheless, the resulting manta droid subfighters are still impressive fighting
machines when released en masse. The sleek torpedo-like droid body is capped in front with a large
wedge-shaped diving plane. The forward edge of the plane has an electromotive field, that when coupled
with repulsorlift- driven supercavitation vectrals incorporated into the subfighter's design, results in a very
fast and surprisingly maneuverable underwater vessel. The twin barrels recessed in the plane can sport

laser cannons or torpedo launchers, and a few models even feature articulated barrel assemblies that
allow for both types of weapons on the same fighter. The Xi Charrians were unable to reproduce the
requested variable geometry feature found in their droid starfighter designs, however. The actuation
servomotors required to change the fighter's shape in deep ocean pressures proved too difficult to
engineer. As compensation for this perceived failure, though, the Xi Charrians provided -- at no extra
expense -- companion craft for the fighter. This included a larger carrier craft and hydrodynamic adaptor
kits for battle droid-operated MVR-3 speeders.
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